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Abstract: Triangular screw configuration (TSC) fixation is widely used in clinics for femoral neck
fractures, and the appropriate positions of TSC fixation have not been fully described in the literature.
This study investigated the optimal fixation of femoral neck fractures with TSC fixation under nonstan-
dard Pauwels angles to determine the ideal position. To determine the optimal fracture line angle and
cannulated screw positions, the Pauwels angle and Rotation and Translate variables were parametri-
cally defined in the fracture line and cannulated screw positions. Considering the equivalent stresses
on the fracture surfaces, the effectiveness values of the Rotation and Translate 1, 2 and 3 variables
are weak, whereas the effectiveness value of the Pauwels angle is high. Considering the equivalent
stress on the screws and that the variable value of Translates 1, 2 and 3 is 7 mm, it can be seen that the
reverse triangulation configuration is better, and the Pauwels angle is approximately 54◦. Among the
parameters examined in the study, Pauwels angle was found to have the highest level of effectiveness
on femoral neck fracture surfaces and screws. The findings in this study provide a solid basis for
future research; however, further clinical research is warranted.

Keywords: femoral neck fracture; cannulated screw; Pauwels angle; biomechanical optimization

1. Introduction

Skeletal system traumas are among the most complex and demanding issues in the
medical field. Among these traumas, femoral neck fractures (FNFs), especially those
occurring in the femur region, constitute a significant group that leads to serious health
problems in the aging population. FNFs are fractures located between the femoral head and
trochanteric region and typically result from relatively low-energy traumas such as falls.
Such fractures are commonly observed in elderly individuals, particularly in conjunction
with decreased bone density. There are several risk factors for FNFs, including female
sex, low bone density, and reduced mobility [1]. Pauwels classification is generally used
in the treatment and management of FNFs [2]. Pauwels fracture types were determined
as I, II, III and corresponding angles as “<30◦”, “30–50◦” and >50◦, respectively [3]. An
increase in the Pauwels angle leads to an increase in the vertical fracture slip surface, and
consequently, to higher stresses in the fracture site [4,5]. Chantarapanich et al. [6] observed
that in the stabilization of FNFs with TSC and inverted TSC, the equivalent stress values
on the screws increased with the increase in the Pauwels angle and an increase in the
amount of strain on the fracture surfaces. In a similar study, Wang et al. [7] observed that
the equivalent stresses on the proximal femoral neck and the displacement of the screws
increased as the Pauwel angle increased from 50 to 70 degrees. In the clinical setting,
fixation methods such as TSC fixation, dynamic hip screw (DHS) fixation, and proximal
femoral nail antirotation (PFNA) are generally used for FNFs [8–10]. In new generation
fixation methods, different methods such as functionally graded material are used to reduce
the stress shielding effect between the plate, screw, etc., and the bone [11]. Biomechanical
study data on screw fixation in various positions in the femoral neck regions, the angle and
direction in which the screws should be placed and how far they should be placed, and
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their optimization are limited. The aim of this study was to determine the optimal positions
of the screws used in TSC systems to ensure optimal fixation of FNFs under Pauwels angles
with defined limits. In the methodology determined for this purpose, the Pauwels angle
and the rotational and translational movements of the screws used in TSC systems were
determined parametrically. With these three parameters, the optimal conditions for the
stabilization of FNFs were obtained according to the von Mises equivalent stress data on
the screw and at the fracture site.

This comprehensive exploration into the biomechanics of FNFs treated with proximal
femoral nails utilized a sophisticated computational methodology finite element analysis
(FEA). FEA is a numerical method used for predicting how a product reacts to real-world
forces, vibration, heat, fluid flow, and other physical effects. In orthopedics, it provides
insights into complex biomechanical behavior that is challenging to understand through
in vitro experiments or clinical studies alone [12].

2. Materials and Methods

In FNFs, many methods are used for the treatment and integration of fracture lines.
The general aim of these methods is to adjust the stability and rigidity of the fracture line
in a short time and to produce the most ideal solution for the patient. In this study, the
Pauwels classification was used for FNFs. The fracture lines created with this classification
were fixed with three cannulated screws to ensure the integrity of the fracture line. To
determine the optimal fracture line angle and cannulated screw positions, some variables
were parametrically defined at the fracture line and the positions of the cannulated screws.

2.1. Geometric and Parametric Modeling of FNF Types and Cannulated Screws

In this study, the femur bone of a healthy woman was examined, and CT data were
obtained. The undamaged CT data of the patient were obtained from the archive of the
Afyonkarahisar University of Health Sciences. Radiographic images were obtained with a
Siemens Sensation 40 CT (Siemens AG, Munich, Germany), and the imaging values of the
device were determined to be 120 kV and 65 mAs. In addition, radiographic images were
obtained at 512 × 512 pixel resolution. In CT scanning, 665 Dicom format radiographic
images were obtained. The slice thickness of the image data was determined to be 1 mm,
and the pixel size was determined to be 0.6 mm.

Radiographic images were processed in the medical image processing software Mimics
(Materials, Leuven, Belgium), and bone tissues were separated from other tissues. The
mesh optimization of the femur bone obtained with an “.stl” extension was performed
in Materials Magics 6 program and transferred to Geomagic Design X (3D Systems Inc.,
Rock Hill, SC, USA) and the mesh surfaces were converted into Non Uniform Rational
Basis Splines (NURBS) surface form. Thanks to the NURBS surface form, the desired
part addition or removal operations on the femur bone were performed on the ANSYS
Workbench 2021 R1 (Ansys Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA) program. A straight neck fracture
was created on the proximal femur, and this fracture line was fixed with three cannulated
screws. This system was optimized within certain parameters. These parameters were
determined as Pauwels angle (Figure 1c), the angle of the three cannulated screws with
the positive x-axis (Rotation, Figure 1b) and the distance of the cannulated screws from the
origin (Translate, Figure 1b).

2.2. Material Properties, Loading, and Boundary Conditions

FNFs with three cannulated screws with similar properties were analyzed by the
finite element method under specified boundary conditions. All system parts fixed with
cannulated screws are defined as homogeneous, isotropic, and linear elastic material. The
cannulated screws are made of Ti6Al4V material. The yield strength of the Ti6Al4V material
is known to be 885 MPa [13]. The mechanical properties of the cannulated screw and other
parts of the system are shown in Table 1 [14].
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Figure 1. Geometric and parametric modeling of the TSC system used in FNFs. Determination of
anatomical and mechanical axis (a), rotational and translational movements of the screws (b), and
Pauwels angle (c).

Table 1. Mechanical properties of Cannulated Screws and Femur bone components.

Components Modulus of Elasticity
(E, GPa)

Poisson’s Ratio
(υ)

Cortical Bone 16.8 0.3
Cancellous Bone 0.86 0.3
Ti6Al4V 114 0.3

The density value and modulus of elasticity of the femur bone fragments were gener-
ated from the HU value of the bone. The HU value is proportional to the absorbed portion
of the X-rays sent to the bone from the tomography device used in the medical sector and is
also a dimensionless value. The apparent density (ρ) and elasticity modulus (E) values were
obtained by substituting the HU values of the femur bone fragments in Equation (1) [15]:

ρapp = a + HU(b) (1)

E (MPa) = a + (b)ρapp
c (2)

The coefficients a, b, and c for ρ and E are calibration parameters. All parts of the FNF
system assembled with cannulated screws were transferred to the ANSYS finite element
analysis program, where the interaction of the parts with each other was ensured. The
mesh structures of the parts consist of tetrahedral elements with 4 nodes. All femur bone
parts have a mesh size of 2 mm, cannulated screws have a mesh size of 1 mm and the
mesh size between the fracture site surfaces was taken as 0.7 mm (Figure 2b). In total, the
modeled system consists of 1,498,882 nodes and 1,019,038 elements.
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Figure 2. Loading conditions (a), meshing (b) and result of FEM analysis (c).

During the finite element analysis, the condyle part of the distal femur was held, and
the distal movement of the bone was prevented (Figure 2a). During the analysis performed
by taking into account the biomechanical studies of the lower extremities, the boundary
conditions of the stance position from the gait phases of the person were applied. Three
forces were applied on the proximal femur. These were 2460 N force applied to the femoral
head, 1700 N force applied by the abductor muscle and 771 N force applied by the iliopsoas
muscle [16] (Figure 2a). The coefficients of friction were 0.46 [17] between the fracture
surfaces of the femoral neck, 0.23 [18] between the PFN fragments, and 0.3 [19] between
the femur bone fragments and PFN.

2.3. Optimization of Fracture Line and Cannulated Screw Positions

Cannulated screws are widely used for the internal fixation of FNFs. During this
use, certain parameters effectively affect the stress distribution in the fracture line, which
determines the healing process. In this study, a number of parameters were determined,
and the most favorable conditions for the joint were determined (Figure 1b,c). These
parameters are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Input parameters used in optimization [3,6].

Parameters Lower Value Upper Value

Pauwels angle (◦) 40 68
Rotation (◦) 0 120
Translate 1 (mm) 5 10
Translate 2 (mm) 5 10
Translate 3 (mm) 5 10

These parameters were determined as input parameters in the response surface opti-
mization (RSO) and goal driven optimization (GDO) modules within the ANSYS software.
The von Mises equivalent stress values on the femur fracture site and on the screws were
considered as output parameters. RSO is a method that analyzes the response affected by
different parameters and transforms it into an optimized form [20]. The GDO method is
based on the use of an algorithm that examines the interaction of multiple input and output
parameters and provides the most appropriate input values according to the desired output
values [21]. A second order polynomial model was chosen for the response surface. Due to
the large number of input and output parameters, mathematical forms are needed to build
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many response surface models. If there is a curvature in the response surface graphs, the
form specified in Equation (3) is used.

y = β0 + ∑k
j=1 β jxj + ∑k

j=1 β jjx2
j + ∑k−1

i ∑k
j βijxixj + ε (3)

In this equation, y is the response variable, β0, β1, β2, . . . , βk is the unknown regres-
sion parameters, xi, xj is the process variables ((i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , k), (j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , k)),
and ε is the error term.

3. Results

In this study, three cannulated screws were used for the stability and rigidity of
FNFs. The positions of the fracture line (Pauwels angle) and cannulated screws (Rotation,
Translate 1, Translate 2 and Translate 3) were determined as input parameters. Equivalent
von Mises stress values on the fracture line surface and on each screw were determined
as output parameters. In this study, first, a static analysis of the system (Figure 2c) was
carried out by taking the average values of the input parameters (Table 2). Afterwards, the
graphs of the desired output parameter values were analyzed, and the appropriate input
parameters were selected according to the minimum equivalent stress values at the screw
and fracture site. In this study, the importance of the Pauwels angle input parameter is
slightly more prominent than that of the others. Figure 3 shows the behavior of the input
parameters according to the equivalent stress values formed on the fractured surfaces with
3D graphs.

The effects of the Input parameters Rotation and Translate 1, 2, and 3 on the stresses
at the fracture surfaces are weak. On the other hand, the effect of the Pauwels angle on
the stress values on the fracture surfaces is significant (Figure 3). When the effectiveness
values of the input parameters are analyzed and the stability of FNFs is considered, it
is thought that the second important output parameter is the equivalent stresses in the
screws (Figure 4). Four input parameters that determined the position of the screws were
determined. These are the linear distance of each screw from the center outwards (Translate
1, 2 and 3) and the angle of each screw with the horizontal axis (Figure 1). Equivalent
stress values on the screws under the variation in Translate 1, 2 and 3 parameters are given
in Figure 4. In addition, to observe the effect of the input parameter Rotation, this value
was set between 0◦ and 60◦. These two values were chosen because they form the normal
triangular position and the inverted triangular position of the screws. In addition, the
average position of the Pauwels angle during these operations was chosen (54◦) (Figure 5).

When Figure 4 is analyzed, it is seen that the change in Translate values in all three
screws had no effect on the equivalent stresses on screw 1, and the stress value is constant
at approximately 80 MPa. In addition, it was found that the effect of the change in Translate
values on the equivalent stresses on screws 2 and 3 was significant. When the changes in
stress values on screw 2 are analyzed in both graphs, it is seen that the graph in Figure 4a
is convex and the graph in Figure 4b is concave. When both graphs are analyzed, it is
seen that the stress values on screws 1, 2, and 3 intersect in a certain region. These areas
correspond to the regions where the stress values are low. The common Translate values of
all three screws in these regions varied between 6.5 mm and 7.5 mm. These data inform
us that it would be appropriate to send all three screws at a distance of 7 mm because the
common areas of the graphs of all three screws correspond to this region. When the screws
are evaluated alone, it is seen that the Translate values according to the lowest equivalent
stress are different. But triple screws used in the treatment of femoral neck fractures should
be considered together and they should share the stresses. Therefore, the Translate value
was determined approximately. The effect of the Pauwels angle on the equivalent stresses
in the screws is shown in Figure 5. In Figure 5a, the common Translate distance of the
screws from the center is 7 mm, and the common Rotation angle is 0◦. In Figure 5b, the
distance from the center is 7 mm, and the Rotation angle is 60◦.
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In Figure 5a, it is observed that the stress values on screw 2 are at very extreme points.
In Figure 5b, the stress values on all three screws intersect with each other. When the
two graphs are analyzed, the Pauwels angle values in the cases where the stress values on
the three screws are close to each other are the desired regions. When the common stresses
close to each other on the screws are examined, it is observed from the graphs in Figure 5a,b
that the most suitable range of the Pauwels angle is approximately between 45◦ and 58◦.
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As a result of the optimization, it is clearly seen that there is a correlation between
the input parameters and the output parameters. During the analysis, the stresses on the
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fracture line and the screws are important for this study. For this reason, the most effective
parameters on the output parameters determined in this study are given in Figure 6.
According to the equivalent stresses on the fracture line and screw 1, the Pauwels angle
parameter is very important. When the equivalent stresses on screws 2 and 3 are analyzed,
it is found that the Translate 3 input parameter is the most important. Translate 2 input
parameters was found to be the weakest parameter in all cases.
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According to the equivalent stress values on screw 1 and the fracture site, only Pauwels
angle has a significant effect. It is seen that the Pauwels angle has little effect only on screw
3. Apart from this, it is observed that its effectiveness is high on other screws and the
fracture site. This allows us to consider Pauwels angle as an important parameter.

4. Discussion

The current study expands the knowledge base by providing a more nuanced under-
standing of the biomechanics involved in proximal femoral nailing (Figures 3 and 6). For
instance, a significant correlation between Pauwels angle and stress distribution has been
discovered. This finding supports the Pauwels hypothesis that the Pauwels angle correlates
with instability and increased shear forces, thus influencing the overall prognosis of the
patient [22]. This study confirms this and offers biomechanical evidence supporting the
clinical observations made in previous studies [23]. Similar studies have shown that the
Pauwels angle is an important factor in the failure of fixation. The Pauwels angle produces
high shear forces on the screws used for fracture stability. Similar results have been encoun-
tered in many studies, and the use of multiple screws has been recommended in Pauwels
type II fractures, since the fracture line and the femoral neck axis are perpendicular to
each other, thus avoiding shear force [24–26]. In the literature, it has been observed that
with an increasing Pauwels angle, vertical shear forces in femoral neck fractures increase
and stabilization of internal fixators occurs [7,27]. Therefore, determination of the optimal
Pauwels angle has become important.

On the other hand, this study found that the rotational and translational parameters of
the screw (Translate 1, 2, and 3) do not significantly affect stress distributions at the fracture
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surfaces. These findings challenge conventional wisdom regarding screw positioning and
could have profound implications for surgical planning. Despite the emphasis placed
on the exact screw positioning, the benefit may be marginal due to the inherent angular
stability of modern cannulated screws. In similar studies, it is seen that the importance
of each screw for fracture stability is different [6]. In this study, the posterior TSC was
found to present a lower maximum equivalent von Mises stress value (occurring in screw
No. 3) than the inverted TSC. In this study, a result confirming this information was
obtained. Considering the stresses on the screws, it is seen that the values occurring in the
posterior TSC are lower than those occurring in the inverted TSC (occurring in screw 2,
Figure 4). In addition, when the stresses on all three screws are considered together, the
most suitable configuration is the inverted triangle configuration when the Pauwels angle
is 54◦ and the Translate value is 7 mm (Figure 5). As a result of different evaluations, it
is seen that there is not much of a difference between the posterior triangular screws and
the inverted triangular screws [6,28]. When the minimum values of the stresses occurring
on the screws are considered in Figure 4, it is seen that the Translate value of all three
screws is approximately 7 mm. Similar studies have shown that the distance from the
inner surface of the screws to the cortex of the femoral neck should be less than 3 mm
in screw fixation of FNFs. They also stated that the closer the screws are to the inner
surface of the cortex of the femoral neck, the more favorable the healing at the fracture
site [29,30]. In this study, Figure 4, the values of the Translate values near the femoral neck
cortex are close to approximately 7 mm. Importantly, the von Mises equivalent stresses
on the cannulated screws were investigated. As highlighted by [31], hardware failure is a
significant contributor to poor outcomes in FNFs. By assessing the mechanical stress on the
screws, this study offers insights that can contribute to the design and selection of more
robust and efficient orthopedic hardware. This study can be further analyzed by comparing
different Pauwels angles with femoral neck systems and four cannulated screws [32].

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, this study provides technical insights into the biomechanical aspects
of FNF management with proximal femoral nails, suggesting that the Pauwels angle is
a significant predictor of stress distribution. It also questions the conventional emphasis
on precise screw positioning, potentially redefining surgical strategies. Considering the
equivalent stresses in the fracture site, it was observed that the rotational and transla-
tional movements of the screws were negligible compared to the effect of Pauwels angle.
Considering the stresses on the screws, it was observed that the values occurring in the
posterior TSC were lower than those occurring in the inverted TSC. When the findings
are combined with the information in the literature, it is seen that there is not a significant
difference between the posterior TSC and the inverted TSC. Findings in this study call for
a re-evaluation of current orthopedic practices and provide a solid foundation for future
research in this domain. Future studies should continue to validate these findings in clinical
settings and leverage this information to optimize orthopedic intervention.
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